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With this issue, we complete two years. If someone were to take me
aside and tell me last year that we would be printing issues by mid-
2022, I don’t think I’d have believed them. But here we are,
realising a dream we’d never imagined would’ve come true. For a
magazine to survive and thrive, one has to depend on a loving
audience. I almost feel like a performer, juggling my act at the
intersection of hard work and blind luck, hoping no raw tomatoes are
thrown my way. In this endeavor of mine, I seem to have found
success, thanks in large part to the ragtag bunch of writers and artists
who form the Monograph team. This note is dedicated to them, the
members of Monograph who’ve made all of this possible.

Anuraag Das Sarma
Editor-in-Chief 
Monograph

Editor's Note



Prostitution and the Performing Arts: Tracing the Tawaif 
Identity in India 

Adrija Dutta

When charting the annals of Indian History,
prostitution gets a mention as early as in what is
considered to be the most ancient literary work of the
country - the Rigveda. While the Rigveda also
mentions a case of Illicit adulterous love affairs, the
jara and jatini (male and female lovers outside of
wedlock) differ from the prostitutes. The Vedas
contain veiled references to gifts being given to the
Prostitute women, as a repayment for their favours,
further consolidating that the institution of
Prostitution has been prevalent in India since times
ancient. What constituted as the exchange of gifts in
the remote days of the Barter economy, translates as
payment in cash to the prostitutes in return for their
sexual favours within the present context. However,
the menial lens through which prostitutes and their
trade today are perceived, hadn’t been so during the
earliest years. In fact, it was with the arrival of the
British Raj and the colonial regime, that prostitution
in India started acquiring a bestial shade, and
prostitutes started being relegated to the status of the
depraved. Pre-Colonial India, however, especially
during the years of the Mughal Dynasty, bears
witness to a positive flourishment of the institute of
prostitution.



When tracing the history and emergence of prostitution in India, it is
impossible to not bring in the rich cultural heritage of the Performing
Arts in the country. In fact, it is through the very schools of Classical
music and dance that the prostitutes in India first garnered an
independent identity for themselves. The imperative participation and
role of the prostitutes in the advancement of these disciplines are oft-
forgotten, and hence over the years, have become oft-unknown. But it
will be distinctive to know that without them, these schools of
Classical Arts in India wouldn’t have found the ceremonies status that
they enjoy today.

The Mughal Rule helped consolidate music, dance, and court
performances as flagbearers of Cultural Elitism in Medieval India.
Over the years, these schools have developed into proper forms of
significant performing arts. Traditionally, these performances were
reputed as markers of cultural supremacy, while simultaneously being
vehicles of entertainment in the courts. Curiously, there existed an
inevitable linkage between physical pleasure and entertainment. Such
a peculiar association enabled the classification of musicians, singers,
dancers and performing women in the court alongside the prostitutes.
There existed among the state of women who prostituted, the
courtesans, who maintained a certain social relevance, and who, even
though they engaged in the act of prostitution, enjoyed the privilege of
belonging to the elite circles. These courtesan women were highly
skilled in the institutes of music and dance; they were educated in
finesse and the fine arts. It was through their very association with the
cultural practices of the day that they were renowned, preventing their
prostitution from being the sole marker of their independent identities.



Like most institutions in the country,
prostitution was one and still is, fraught with
hierarchical differences. The 16th Century
accounts for the existence of varied classes of
these dancing girls. There were the Dominis, the
Paturs, the Kumachnis and the Lulis. The Paturs
were the celebrated performers belonging to the
caste of Hindus, while Lulis constituted the
Muslim branch. These were people who gained
relevance in the court, among the Kings and
their officers, and were very different from the
ones performing in the commonplace market. 

The prevalence of the Tawaifs during this period marks an important addition to
the development of prostitution in India. The Tawaifs were a certain group of the
courtesans in the courts described above; they were bands of singing girls,
renowned for their performing prowess, beauty and charm, employed in the
Mughal Courts by numbers. The tawaif group of courtesans were a class apart
from every other performing group of girls and carved a position for themselves in
society. The word ‘Tawaif’ when translated from Urdu, means ‘prostitute’.

The tawaifs were connoisseurs of music and dance in the Mughal courts, and over
the 18th century, in the courts of the Nizam, the tawaifs reached the peak of their
respectable admiration and social status. They enjoyed the rich patronage of the
Mughal rulers and occupied the separate office of the Daftar-e-ArbabNishat.
Being artists of a revered kind, the participation of the tawaifs became an
inevitable event in all major court ceremonies. They were summoned during all
kinds of festivals, including marriages as well as the Bismillah ceremonies and Urs
(funeral and anniversary ceremonies for the Sufi saints). Apart from providing
entertaining performances before their male patrons, the tawaifs were also
summoned to provide sexual gratification to the male aristocrats who paid them a
price in return.



Niccolao Manucci notes how the tawaifs were ‘more esteemed than
others, by reason of their beauty. When they go to court, to the number
of more than five hundred, they all ride in highly embellished vehicles
and clothed in rich raiment’ (Manucci). Amritalal Nagar, in his seminal
documentation titled Yeh Kothewalian provides an accurate account of
the Tawaifs and their practices, mainly in the courts of Lucknow. The
courts held frequent mehfils or evening assemblies filled with
performances from these dancing girls. Courtesans came and
participated in these assemblies, indulging the ministers and officers
present with the singing of Thumri, Dadra and ghazal. Possessors of
enchanting beauty and commendable abilities, the tawaifs preoccupied
the courts with magical charm. Their singing was complemented by
bhava, or boisterous shows of hand and facial expressions. The most
anticipated of the performances were reserved for the very end, as the
night progressed and only genuine aesthetes of the arts were left in the
courts to witness. These mehfils also included performances of the
Kathak dance.

Tamkeen Kazmi provides a historical account whereby he highlights
the hierarchical difference which the tawaifs enjoyed, as they occupied
a higher rung in the social ladder, compared to the commonplace
prostitutes. The tawaifs, he writes, were “highly cultured women, very
disciplined and trained in etiquettes and mannerisms…they were also
teachers in mannerisms…”. Such a distinction accounts for the
classification of the social duties which the tawaifs were associated
with. Besides their bodily and sexual functions, they also were the
shareholders of a large reservoir of social functions - such a distinction
and simultaneity contest the contemporary status that Prostitution in
India has come to occupy. 



It was with the arrival of the British Raj in India,
that the Tawaifs experienced a drastic shift in their
occupation of elitism. Survey reports from the 19th
century account for how the term Tawaif came to
be associated as a mere generic name for
Prostitutes. No longer were these women regarded
as agents of finesse; they were relegated to the
status of the depraved.

However, this shift wasn’t overnight. It was
gradual and more systematised. The early years of
the British regime saw the emergence of the
Nautch Girls. The Nautch Girls were none other
than the hoards of women performers who had
enjoyed the titles of the tawaif in Pre Colonial
India. However, with the new designation of the
Nautch Girls in the colonial era, these women no
longer were seen as the embodiments of local
culture and grace; instead, they were relegated to
the mere position of performers, performing only
for the sole purpose of entertainment and nothing
more. No longer were these women treated as the
symbol of rich cultural reservoirs. 

Banished from the courts, the nautch girls now
frequented the mansions of the English business-
class, where they served as entertainers; in certain
cases, they performed before the courts of Bengal
rulers as well. A well-known routine regarded as
graceful was the kite dance, performed to the beat
of a slow, expressive tune. The women would
mimic the movements of a kite flyer with their
gestures.



The romantic adventures of gods or classic love stories, typically focusing on the
lover's ardent desire for the beloved, were often the themes of the nautch girls'
performances. Persian songs were equally popular with listeners as Hindi songs
were until the end of the 19th century.

The 19th Century further saw the advent and popularisation of English education
in Indian society. Interpellated within the sophisticated regime of the English,
there emerged a bourgeoise class of people in society, dictated by the Western
idealism, which now viewed the nautch girls as decadent and vile. The
sophisticated Indian individual, shaped within the accords of the Western
influence, suddenly seemed to turn a blind eye towards the rich heritage and
history of classical Indian performances that the nautch girls embodied.
Consequently, there seemingly existed no gap in the social relevance of the
professional nautch girl and the devadasi, or the common prostitute, as both
these classes of women were now grouped under the carpet-understanding of the
depraved, sinful, fallen woman. 

Indrani Sen provides an account that, in brief, sums up the newly acquired
depraved position of these performing women, as the western consciousness
now perceived as them as agents of “Eastern decadence and institutionalised
sensuality, occupying a space outside the familiar and containable one of the
domestic space”. 

Having traced the rise, flourishing and decline of the school of tawaif women in
the history of Performance and prostitution in India, one significant question that
arises is: how is the history of the tawaifs now enshrined in the Indian
consciousness? The resounding answer to the query is that they are no longer
remembered as the fine women that they once identified as. 



One of the agendas that the colonial regime
embodied, was to delegitimize the Mughal Islamic
courts in India while casting their practices in
light of opulence and decadence; they were seen
as hubs of sexual excesses, and the tawaif’s
association with these courts, automatically
attached a stigma upon their profession and being. 

Such an agenda was further enhanced over the 1920s, as India prepared for a
cultural revival, under the tag of ‘swaraj’, via the Hinduisation of the Arts.
Such a program of associating India’s cultural heritage with a singular
religious lineage resulted in the stratified wiping off of the Islamic
association of the Tawaifs and their valuable contributions to the field of the
Indian Classical artforms.

A performance like the Kathak’s was popularised, but as a branch of the
Sanskrit aesthetics and traditions. Its Muslim roots were forgotten and
deliberately removed. The tawaif identity, marginalised in terms of both
gender and religious community, lost its significance and was misconstrued
among the contemporary perception of the times. 

A 1959 issue of the estimated Marg magazine ran an important account
recalling the roots of the Kathak dance, propagating how the dance form is
etymologically related to Katha, and how it finds its roots in the Sanskrit
tradition as well as in the Epic, Mahabharata, Thus, even though the popular
form of the Indian Classical Dance, Kathak, came into existence with the
advent of the Tawaifs in the Islamic Courts, the Tawaifs were now separated
from that recognition. While Kathak found a reputable place in India’s
history of the performing arts, claiming a purely Hinduistic space for itself,
the true connoisseurs of the art form were now construed as symbols of
corruption. 



The below account by late Birju Maharaj, eminent Indian dancer belonging
to the Kathak Gharana, serves to enhance the position that the tawaif women
now occupied :
 
“Hindi cinema has committed a grave mistral by showing Kathak as a dance
form performed in brothels…Kathak is not the dace of the brothels. This
depiction has adversely affected the dignity of the art form.” 1

Thus, finally arriving in the twentieth century, under the cultural nationalist
agenda of post-colonial India, the Tawaif woman was completely rid off her
identity and instead associated with sexual promiscuity. It goes without
saying that the same perception exists up until the modern day of the 21st
century. 



Discontents of Communalism in 
Tagore's Pūjārinī

Aadrit Banerjee

“But what about India? It does not need
a defeatist to feel deeply anxious about
the future of millions who with all their
innate culture and their peaceful
traditions are being simultaneously
subjected to hunger, disease,
exploitations foreign and indigenous,
and the seething discontents of
communalism."

– Rabindranath wrote to his friend,
English philanthropist and social
reformer Leonard Elmhirst in
December, 1939. The question Tagore
asked then, remains fundamental and
unsolved even today: But what about
India? – there is no definitive answer
for the diseases, especially the ‘seething
discontents of communalism’, which
Tagore outlines continue to haunt the
country, even more strongly now in the
post-pandemic times as the differences
have been laid bare and more
prominent. The discontents of 



communalism, in the very South Asian lexicology, were sowed during the
colonial times and gained roots after India's emergence as an independent
nation through the horrors of the Partition. It would get more organised in the
following decades through the right wing's ultimate rise to power trampling
upon the pluralistic and syncretic fabric of the nation. Tagore did not live to see
the Partition, the communal horrors of 1946-47, or the eventual growth of
communal ideologies and the gradual conversion of communal violence into
mere commonplace events in the everyday lives of Indians – for the poet
breathed his last in 1941. All these events would have greatly pained the
sensitive poet who had believed: 

"The Hindu and Muslim must unite ... the right hand must clasp the left hand
warmly to create new history. That may be a very difficult task, but we cannot
give up that effort".

The growth of cultural separatism, which had started then and has only grown
stronger now, remains entirely contrary to his belief of a cosmopolitan society
based on contextual modernism, his vision of an India as a "vast sea of
humanity" where "none shall be turned away", and his perception of a world
which "has not been broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls". In
his potpourri of literary works, Tagore often visits, cautions us, and gives us a
voice against communalism: "a narrow view of life which cannot visualize
mankind as a whole and go beyond the extent of a given community" – and this
voice is remarkably contemporaneous, mirroring the communal passion
prevalent in the present days. In the same letter to Elmhirst, for instance,
Tagore wrote, with an impeccable clairvoyance: "Needless to say interested
groups led by ambition and outside instigation are today using the communal
motive for destructive political ends."



This essay explores the narrative poem ‘পজূািরনী’(Pūjārinī), composed by Tagore in
1899, and the theme of communal passion sponsored by the state; the consequential
effect of trauma among the people, and the concept of resistance against communal
ideology, reflected in the poem and through the lead character Srimati. The essay
attempts to understand this entire poem in the light of present-day realities. 

Pūjārinī, literally meaning the 'the female worshipper', is a part of Tagore's
collection of poems কথা (Kathā), which the poet dedicated to the scientist Sir
Jagadish Chandra Bose. In the poem, which is "based on the legend of
Avandanasataka", Tagore reinvents the historical religious conflict which ensues
after Ajatshatru ascends the throne and enforces Brahmanical-Hindu ways of
worship, attempting to completely erase the syncretic Buddhist tradition which his
father Bimbisara had formerly established. 

Bimbisara's setting up of the "very beautiful stone stupa” (অিত অপ�প িশলাময়
��প) which becomes a "marvel of architectural art" (িশ�েশাভার সার) is an act of
pure devotion: he begs Buddha for a toenail and placing it in a "secluded place in his
garden" (িনভৃত �াসাদকানেন), he "meticulously" (রিচলা যতেন) sets up the stupa
with love and care. Bimbisara's act of bringing in a new religion, on the societal
scene, is not that of enforcement. Rather, through the next stanza: 

স��ােবলায় �িচবাস পির
 রাজবধ ূরাজবালা
আিসেতন ফুল সাজােয় ডালায়,
��পপদমেূল �সানার থালায়
আপনার হােত িদেতন �ালােয়
 কনক�দীপমালা। 

(In the evening hours putting on fresh
clothes,
The queen and the princesses used to
come
with a basket filled with flowers
and on a golden plate
- at the bottom of the stupa -
with their own hands would light a
row of
golden lamps.)



– almost subtly, Tagore seems to suggest that the religion and its practice was a
personal matter to king Bimbisara and his family, the royal queen and princesses,
and it was left as a matter of choice for the common people. However, the socio-
political scene changes when Ajatshatru ascends his father's throne. Tagore writes: 

অজাতশ� রাজা হল যেব,
 িপতার আসেন আিস
িপতার ধম� �শািণেতর ��ােত
মিুছয়া �ফিলল রাজপরুী হেত--
সঁিপল য�-অনল-আেলােত
 �বৗ�শা�রািশ।

(When Ajatashatru became the king     
after occupying his father’s throne,
With the blood that was spilled, 
he wiped out the religion of his father
and threw away in the sacrificial fire
all Buddhist scriptures which were
there.)

Ajatshatru's act is an act of violence, of brutal bloodshed and intolerance against the
perceived ‘other’, which is his father's religion. Tagore uses the term: ‘religion of his
father’, which further strengthens the argument that Bimbisara's practice of Buddhism
was deeply personal. The poignant phrases ‘blood that was spilt’ and ‘threw away’
used in the poem evokes the memories of communal violence contained in images and
stories of the Great Calcutta Killings, the Partition, the 1984 Delhi anti-Sikh riots, the
train burning at Godhra and subsequent violence, the Babri Masjid demolition, riots in
Bangladesh, Palestine, Pakistan and a thousand other places, in India and beyond,
where communalism has, and continues to wreck havoc.



Ajatshatru is not just interested in wiping out this religion, but he also wants a
complete destruction of the Buddhist knowledge system through the incineration of the
scriptures, removing thus the basis of the other's sense of identity, and also ensuring
that no traces of the religion remain for posterity through literature. The attack on
literature is an intrinsic part of communal violence, a sight that is noticed even today
as burned pages of the Quran or Gita litter the sites of communal atrocities. The swift
description reveals how education is a strong opponent to the spread of communal
ideology and thus Tagore's Ajatshatru before destroying anything else, first burns the
scriptures in the sacrificial fire. The erasure of Faiz's poems from school textbooks, in
recent times, bears a stark resemblance to what Ajatshatru does. After all, as the king
of Hirak in Satyajit Ray's film Hirak Rajar Deshe quips about the perils of education: 

ওরা যত �বিশ পেড়
তত �বিশ জােন
তত কম মােন।

(The more they read,
the more they know,
and the less they bow.) 

-it is always to the state’s advantage that its populace remains illiterate. The citizens
would thus live as mere submissive subjects and not analyse or question the state’s
oppression. Ajatshatru does not, however, stop here. He now formalises this
proliferation of communal ideology through a royal decree:

কিহল ডািকয়া অজাতশ�
 রাজপরুনারী সেব,
"�বদ �া�ণ রাজা ছাড়া আর
িকছ�  নাই ভেব পজূা কিরবার
এই ক'� কথা �জেনা মেন সার--
 ভ� িলেল িবপদ হেব।"

(Ajatashatru then called upon
all women residing in the city,
“Beside the Vedas, Brahmin and King,
there is nothing else on earth to worship for,
Strictly remember these few words –
if by chance you forget, danger you will
face.”)



Unlike his father's intentions, he enforces this worship of ‘the Vedas, Brahmins
and King’ on his subjects. His diktat that ‘there is nothing else on earth to
worship for’ shows his attempt at forming a "distinct religious consciousness": a
religious identity that is intrinsically Hindu, not Hindu at that time, but
Brahmanical and Vedic or Sanskritic; communal not just in the sense of two
different religious communities, but also in the sense of caste and linguistic
communities. Ajatshatru was trying to forge a "homogeneous religious identity"
and the diktat meant that everybody had to obey his orders, the failure of which
would inevitably draw danger which was sponsored by the state. The model of
spreading communal ideology and violence was hence state-sponsored and the
worship of the king also meant the state's conversion into a dictatorial system.
Several years later, as noted above, Tagore would caution Elmhirst in the letter
about the use of communal motives for destructive political ends. What Tagore
seems to highlight is the close relationship between politics and communalism,
how often the "government functionaries adopt a communal stance" and the
“state is also seen to be biased and partisan" – a trend which has been a defining
feature of communalism in India since time immemorial and especially in the
modern epoch where the "participation of government functionaries in communal
violence renders the minorities more vulnerable". Ajatshatru's royal order
establishing Brahmanical-Vedic-Hindu worship as the state religion effectively
achieves the same. 



Tagore, in the next stanza, introduces Srimati, the protagonist of the poem. Described
as a "slave-girl", a dāsī (দাসী), she is effectively the instrument of protest against
Ajatshatru's communal framework; Tagore's almost habitually always uses women
characters as the voice against communal violence – he reposes the agency to bring
change in Ghare-Baire (The Home and the World) on Bimala against the communal
tension which Sandeep tries to sow in the estate. Even in Tasher Desh (The Land of
Cards), Raktakarobi (Red Oleanders), the women are on the forefront of the struggle
against communal politics. Tagore, through the narratives, not just counters
communalism of religion but also that of gender stereotype and patriarchy; Srimati-
Bimala-Rani Bibi-and Nandini (the heroines of Pūjārinī, Ghare-Baire, Tasher Desh
and Raktakarobi respectively) thus become the feminine icon, the ‘other’ according to
patriarchal lenses who raise their voice against the ‘other’ in the communal conflict of
religion, class, power, etc. 

Moreover, Srimati is a slave, a dāsī, which almost invariably means she belongs to the
lowest Shudra category in the caste hierarchy; using her as the instrument of rebellion
against the Brahmanical social order forcibly imposed by the monarch, Tagore
critiques the caste system, another draconian form of communalism. The oppressed
lower castes rising to power, claiming their freedom and dignity from the affluent
higher castes, is a recurrent trope in Tagore – in Rather Rashi (The Ropes of the
Chariot), a play composed around 1911, he once again uses the lower caste to bring
about a change in the societal structure. In the poem, therefore, Tagore through his
ingenuity opens his attack against all forms of communalism and cultural separatism.
Srimati becomes the poetic modality through which Tagore does this. 

In the subsequent stanzas, Srimati, dressed up and carrying the paraphernalia of
worship, visits from door to door, beginning with the royal Queen, to gather the
congregation for Buddha's worship at the stupa and Tagore through these encounters
reveals the deep-set trauma and fear that the royal decree of Ajatshatru has
successfully created among the people.



The trauma that Tagore so subtly brings out with the unmistakable touch of his poetic
romanticism is the trauma intrinsic in communalism, of any form, especially when it
culminates into violence. Ajatshatru's attempt at religious homogenization had started
with bloodshed and so that trauma is re-lived when each of the characters behold
Srimati as she "defies the diktat of king Ajatasatru prohibiting the worship of the
Buddha". The trauma, which the characters experience, is both physical and emotional,
and is brought forward through the succinct Tagore-an descriptions. Note when
Srimati goes to the Queen, she is ‘shaken with fear’ (িশহির সভেয়), her mind is
traumatized and hence, is devoid of reason. She then reminds Srimati of the
consequences she might face because of her actions instead of supporting her rebellion
against the communal and dictatorial regime: 

মিহষী কিহলা,
 "এ কথা নািহ িক মেন,
অজাতশ� কেরেছ রটনা
��েপ �য কিরেব অঘ��রচনা
শূেলর উপের মিরেব �স জনা
 অথবা িনব�াসেন?"

(The Queen said,
“Don’t you remember, 
Ajatashatru has proclaimed that
who so ever performs puja on the stupa,
will either be impaled or banished till death.”)

The daughter-in-law Amita's reaction is no different from the Queen when she sees
Srimati waiting at her door with puja offerings. Amita, who ‘was tying her long
luxuriant hair and putting vermillion on the parting’ (বঁািধেতিছল �স দীঘ� িচকুর,
আঁিকেতিছল �স যে� িসঁদরু সীম�সীমা-'পের), is visibly awestruck seeing Srimati. She is
reminded of the communal grotesqueness and is overcome with trauma to the extent
that ‘the line (of the vermilion) wavered and her hand began to shake’ (�ীমতীের �হির
বঁািক �গল �রখা, কঁািপ �গল তার হাত) and referring to Srimati as a ‘senseless’ (অেবাধ)
woman she admonishes her, warning her to go away at once. 



Amita is also concerned that ‘if someone, somewhere comes to know, grave danger
will follow’ (�ক �কাথা �দিখেব, ঘ�েব তা হেল িবষম িবপদপাত) – a ubiquitous element
of fear commonly observed in people living under communal systems. People live
with this constant fear that hearsay or rumours might endanger their own life and put
their family or property at stake; a fear which had resonated during the reign of Hitler
and still now reverberates in nations intoxicated by the toxicity of communalism. 

Princess Shukla, who Tagore describes as reading a poetry book when she, startled by
the sound of anklets, beholds Srimati standing near her door with the plate of puja
offerings. Seeing her, the princess immediately ‘put her book down’ (�ীমতীের �হির
পুঁিথ রািখ ভ� েম) – casting aside thus the rationale of knowledge under the grasp of
intense traumatic fear. Tagore here seems to make a larger point: the importance of
education in battling communal forces, in giving birth to a humane world.
Furthermore, by specifically mentioning that it was a book of verses, Tagore
somewhere hints at the danger which communalism and cultural separatism poses to
poets, poetry, to art and the free creative spirit of life. 

The recent incidents of removal of specific poets from school syllabi to the increased
censorship of cartoonists and poets, and a deafening silence of the nation against all
such barbarian acts, brings to mind the image of this Princess from Pūjārinī putting her
book down upon beholding Srimati, the icon of protest. Shukla's action also connotes
the defeat of the intellectuals: how the silence of the civil society often nurtures the
communal fervour fuelled by political interests. Shukla ‘cautiously whispers’ (কেহ
সাবধােন তার কােন কােন) to Srimati, lest anyone should hear and again ‘danger’
follow. Her trauma is expressed in her advice to Srimati: 



এমন ক'�র িক মরেণর পােন
 ছ��য়া চিলেত আেছ!

(Is this the way for anyone 
to rush towards one’s death?)

aving been thus shunned by the royal women, all of whom are afflicted by a deep
entrenched trauma and anxiety, Srimati goes ‘from door to door ... with the puja plate
in her hand’ (�ার হেত �াের িফিরল �ীমতী লইয়া অঘ��থািল) entreating the town
residents to come out and gather for the service of the Buddha as before: 

"�হ পরুবািসনী' সেব ডািক কয়
"হেয়েছ �ভ�র পজূার সময়'-

(She called everyone,
“... it is time now for puja of the Lord.”)

– but instead, she encounters the widespread fear and trauma within the citizens, under
the effect of which they turn away from her, refusing to answer her call, let even join
her in the protest:

�িন ঘের ঘের �কহ পায় ভয়,
�কহ �দয় রােত গািল।

(Hearing her call, some got scared 
and some hurled abuses at her.)

– This bhaẏa (ভয়) or the fear of the people is the result of trauma. This trauma, is
individual for every character experiences it in their own way, but it also
indiscriminately exists along all levels of the society, from the royal quarters to the
common masses. It is here that the concept of collective trauma, as first documented
by Kai Erikson in his book Everything in Its Path, is reflected in the poem – the trauma
that the characters here suffer is thus also collective. "



The term collective trauma refers to the
psychological reactions to a traumatic event
that affect an entire society; it does not merely
reflect an historical fact, the recollection of a
terrible event that happened to a group of
people" – Ajatshatru's actions have the bearing
on the entire social fabric, the proliferation of
the Brahmanical-Sanskrit-Hindu religion
corrodes the entire social identity and the
communal passion leads to a collective tragedy
which is "represented in the collective memory
of the group, and like all forms of memory it
comprises not only a reproduction of the
events, but also an ongoing reconstruction of
the trauma in an attempt to make sense of it".

Thus, every time anyone of the characters see
Srimati, they are reminded of the communal
forces at play which leads to the repetition of
the traumatic experiences of surviving the
bloodshed and violence. They react to it in their
own way, yet as Tagore beautifully weaves out,
it is a social - a collective phenomenon. The
trauma of communalism thus transcends the
individual sphere of experience and becomes
collective – for communalism, in any form,
affects both the singular individual and the
entire community in which he resides. It also
affects adversely the relationship which the
individual shares with the community. 



The last act of communal violence is, however, yet to happen in Pūjārinī.
Emboldened as if by the silence of the people and their unsettling sense of trauma,
Tagore's Srimati decides to worship her Buddha alone at the stupa. 

In almost a dream-like poetic sequence, Tagore describes the evening setting across
the kingdom and the conclusion of the vesper service in the ancient palace temple: a
hint at how Ajatshatru's coming to power has changed the norms and the evening
aarati in the temple, while the stupa stands in darkness, is now the only accepted
new normal. Srimati walks alone even though no one pays heed to her call and
lights the lamps in the inner chambers of the stupa and then the poem reads: 

এমন সমেয় �হিরল চমিক
 �াসােদ �হরী যত--
রাজার িবজন কানন-মাঝাের
��পপদমেূল গহন আঁধাের
�িলেতেছ �কন �যন সাের সাের
 �দীপমালার মেতা!

ম�ুকৃপােণ পরুর�ক
 তখিন ছ��য়া আিস
�ধােলা, "�ক ত�ই ওের দমু�িত,
মিরবার তের কিরস আরিত!'
মধরু কে� �িনল, " �ীমতী,
 আিম বেু�র দাসী।'

(At that moment, the startled palace- guards
suddenly looked and saw
that in the middle of the desolate royal garden,
-At the bottom of the stupa, 
in the thick of the darkness –
there seemed to have appeared 
a chain of lamps burning in rows!

With open swords, the royal guards,
at once ran there and asked,
 “Who are you the mischievous one 
performing aarati, only to invite death?”
In a sweet voice came the reply,
“I am Srimati – servant of Buddha, the Lord.”)



The culture of communalism is thus manifested, and sustained by the state through its
apparatus of police and law in Ajatshatru's kingdom – a situation remarkably similar
to the trends visible in our country, at the present, as the government through its
anything but inclusive attitude and policies makes frequent use of the state apparatus:
the legislative, the executive, the judiciary, independent statutory bodies and even the
media, to propagate its agenda of creating a culturally singular nation by purging it
out of all differences. The 'palace guards' who enter the peaceful stupa with 'open
swords', apparently at the king's order, shows the state's absolute disregard of
everything that constitutes the 'other', and evokes the memories of violence and
trauma. The state through its efforts at separating the people on the religious basis
attempts at always maintaining ‘a state of exception’, a feeling of panic and terror
devoid of peace, which could be argued to be the state’s "ongoing imperative to
colonize ‘life itself’”. “Although the outcome of this encroaching process is by no
means certain, the stakes, as Agamben perceives them, could not be higher: it signals
the slow disappearance of meaningful political action”. In Ajatshatru's kingdom there
is no meaningful political action, neither is it in present-day communalism afflicted
nation-states which sadly also includes Tagore's own country. 

However, here Srimati's statement: ‘I am Srimati – servant of Buddha, the Lord’,
interestingly the only dialogue Tagore provides to her in the poem, reflects the
assertion of her identity as a woman, as belonging to the lower caste indicated by the
use of the word 'servant' and as belonging to Buddhism, the religion of abhorrence in
Ajatshatru's state – and each of these identities, as we have noted earlier, is the 'other'
in communal equations of gender, caste and religion. 

Srimati in the face of impending disaster declares herself as the symbol of the 'other'
that communalism so vehemently tries to alienate, clings to her community identity
that the multi-layered levels of communalism so drastically try to override. It is
important here to note: "Communalism's political, economic, social and other
associations are linked to assertions for community identity". Through these lines, the
poem deals with the concept of identity, the politics and the contestation around it.
Srimati's voice becomes that of an indomitable human power against every ruthless
form of subordination, the very embodiment of protest, dissent and solidarity against
patriarchy, caste and religious sentimentalism. 



Tagore chooses Buddhism as the 'other' religion in the context of communal conflict
in the poem. For Tagore, Buddha was far from just a religious leader – Buddha for
the Nobel laureate was an image of peace and inclusiveness and Buddhism, a
harmonious and tolerant way of life – something entirely contrary to the predominant
Brahmanism with its "priestly authority and the tyranny of its regimented social
organization", for which the poet "had nothing but contempt". In his literary works
from Chandalika to Abhisar, Tagore reinvented the classical image of Buddha and his
idea of (Buddhist) Humanism. Therefore, in the poem, the communal conflict
apparently assumes a more significant and greater meaning: it becomes a contestation
between humanist and "carnivorous and cannibalistic" ideologies; from the "battle
between contending rights", the poem thus "becomes the battle ... between Truth and
untruth". It is this ‘battle ... between the Truth and untruth’ that is communal – for to
the poet: "Man’s religion is his innermost truth", and in Pūjārinī, Srimati becomes the
embodiment of this truth. 

The poem ends with the execution of Srimati in the hands of the palace guards: 

�সিদন �� পাষাণফলেক
 পিড়ল র�িলখা।
�সিদন শারদ �� িনশীেথ
�াসাদকানেন নীরেব িনভৃেত
��পপদমেূল িনিবল চিকেত
 �শষ আরিতর িশখা!

(On that day, blood was spilled
on the white marble slab.
On that clear autumn night in the royal garden,
 - in silence and solitude –
Suddenly went off at the bottom of the stupa, 
the last aarati’s flame.)



Srimati's assassination has several interpretations: at one level, it is the death of the
woman belonging from an oppressed social and minority religious group in the hands
of the patriarchal, Brahmanical, and majority Hindu social order; it's the death of
human rights and meaningful political action in a tyrannical state; it's the death of
dissent and voice of protest, it's the death of the idea of acceptance and inclusivity in
the face of attempts made to create a homogenised society devoid of all 'other'
differences. Srimati dies in Tagore, her rebellion comes to an abrupt end ‘in silence
and solitude’, as the ‘last aarati's flame’: the flame of peace, of knowledge and
inclusiveness, of devotion, dissent and respect is extinguished forever. Yet her act
and her power remain as a legacy and Tagore's voice plays out, more strongly than
ever before, cautioning us about the growing separatist trends in the world, in
general, and the nation, in particular, torn by groups consolidating their religious
identities fuelled by politics. 

Tagore's observation, made when he critiqued the misleading national movements
during the course of our freedom struggle because of their religious overtones, that -
"A country where the main basis of unity is religion, is indeed most unfortunate. A
country where religion divides the nation, that is an accused land. A country where
religious beliefs pollute political wisdom, who can save such a country?" - remains
much ahead of its time and exposes the danger of a communal outlook which the
poem brilliantly captures. The sensitive poet would have been hurt had he lived to see
the Partition, and the communal conflicts afterwards which throttle every Srimatis
who dare to speak and rebel. But Tagore's mantra:

যিদ �কউ কথা না কয়, ওের ওের ও অভাগা ,
যিদ সবাই থােক মখু িফরােয় সবাই কের ভয়--
তেব পরান খেুল 
ও ত�ই মখু ফুেট �তার মেনর কথা একলা বেলা �র ॥

(If everyone turns away, if everyone fears to
speak, then with open heart, 
without hesitation, speak your mind alone). 



– paves the way forward highlighting the necessity to challenge and speak up against
the forces of communalism. "Communalism," wrote Thompson and Garrat, "is an old
Indian problem that time does little to solve". The recent political developments and
increased occurrence of communal frenzy in the country, which threaten not just the
lives and property of the citizens, but also possibility of the emergence of a secular-
social order, only testifies to the truth of the statement. Tagore, as the poet-humanist,
was deeply concerned about the communal trends he witnessed during his time and
cautioned against this evil through his seminal literary works, of which Pūjārinī
remains one of the finest example. Tagore later in 1926 would elaborate on Pūjārinī
and render it into a play: Natir Puja, which would be made into a film of the same
name in 1932, directed by Tagore himself; it was the only film which the poet would
ever direct. Srimati thus becomes one of the very important Tagore heroines, she
meets her tragic end, but the legacy of her fearless action remains as a bright
inspiring example – she becomes a figure of hope that the unity between different
communities would indeed one day be a reality, not a distant dream anymore, a hope
that humanism would triumph over every other form of distinctions and perversions.
Until then, Tagore's earnest prayer echoes along the shores of humanity:

Man's heart is anguished with the fever of unrest,
with the poison of self-seeking,
with a thirst that knows no end.
Countries far and wide flaunt on their foreheads
the blood-red mark of hatred.
Touch them with thy right hand,
make them one in spirit,
bring harmony into their life,
bring rhythm of beauty.
O Serene, O Free,
in thine immeasurable mercy and goodness
wipe away all dark stains from the heart of this earth.



The Care He Needs

Sarah Hall Murphy

 The wrap I ordered from the shop arrives splattered over the inside of the bag.
Chicken, cheese and bacon cling to the paper lining. 

Photographs of rural fields and farmers are on the walls. Above the coffee
machine is a picture of a man leaning against an antique tractor. An angry
expression is on his face, although whether this is directed at the camera, or the
person behind it is unclear. 

Behind the counter is a girl with dyed hair and a lip ring. She takes a carton of
milk and pours it into a metal jug. I’m standing by the counter. The barista
turns to me.

 ‘Is it warm enough?’ 
 ‘Yes,’ I say. ‘But…’

 The girl scratches the unpierced half of her nose. The piercing, silver and thin,
is reminiscent of a wedding band. 

 ‘I can heat it up again if it isn’t.’ 



She doesn’t sound pleased. The queue of people in front of the register seems
to writhe in silent displeasure. I can feel their eyes on my back. I shake my
head.

 ‘No. It’s fine. Thanks.’
 I leave.

Out on the high street, I unwrap the wrap and take slow, methodical bites.
Looking inside, I see everything is orange. The cheese, the chicken, the bacon.
It’s BBQ sauce. Or it’s supposed to be. This is what they call ‘processed food.’ 
 I walk along the main street. The town I live in is your standard Northern
English town, which means nobody under 35 is here by choice. It’s made of
grey concrete and white stone. Pigeons are frequent. Buses are not. 24-hour
supermarkets, designer clothing stores, grey skies and rain. 

 I walk past a row of traffic moving like the greasy end of a snail, inhaling
fumes. I make eye-contact with one of the drivers. We both turn away. There’s
too many people and none of them want to know me. Even the pigeons are
threatening war. 

 Once, I saw a rat running through the local supermarket. In the ice cream aisle.
He was brown, and the lino floor didn’t squeak under his paws. He had vacant
eyes. Without acknowledging me, he shot under the shelves and was gone. 
 
 One of these days, this whole place will be gone too -by nukes, or the rising
sea levels, or aliens- and nobody, not even the historians, will have it in their
heads to care. 



 +++

Red-brick terraced houses, grey
pavement, black tar road. The cars
aren’t expensive. Wilting plants in
wicker baskets. Polite neighbors.
Bronze numbers glued to front-doors.
Plastic bins wheeled out for collection.
Sometimes foxes get in them. You wake
up to find the bags split down the
middle, last night’s dinner staring up at
you. 

It’s a state of living Stacy once referred
to as ‘red brick terror.’ I think this is as
good a name for it as anything else. 

I walk to my house. Balancing my wrap
in one hand, I take my keys out. The
metal is cool in my palm as I unlock the
door. 

Inside, there is a smell of musk. The
lights are on. I take off my shoes. A
single drop of orange sauce stains the
carpet. Half the wrap is left. I walk into
the kitchen.



 Stacy is there. She’s washing up. Our sink is small, in front of a slim
window that reveals our garden. Stacy is wearing a jumper her mother got
her for Christmas and jeans. Soap suds are on her hands. She wears a
yellow apron. From a portable speaker loud music is playing. 
 ‘I went to that new coffee place.’ I say. I put the wrap in the fridge for
later. We don’t have a lot in- a stick of something pale that might be butter
or cheese or lard, and a jar of mayonnaise. 

 ‘The Hatch?’ Stacy asks. 
 ‘I don’t know. I think so. I can’t remember what it was called, but the girl
behind the counter was rude.’

This is half-true. Worse than a full lie or a full truth. I was planning to
embellish my story, making her the employee who demanded I leave, who
insisted I was holding the line up in my pursuit of minimum-wage justice,
but I can see from the sharp hunch of Stacy’s shoulders that it is not wise. 

I stand beside her. A plastic cup bobs in the sink. I take it out and hold it.
The soap suds slide down the handle.

 ‘How is he?’ I ask. 
 She bites her lip. 
 ‘Should I see him?’
 ‘You’re getting soap on the floor,’ Stacy says. 
 I look. Soap suds are, indeed, on the floor.
 ‘Sorry,’ I say. 

I get a towel and wipe the floor, before unfolding another to dry the cup.
Stacy uses too much washing-up liquid. I’ve told her before. She never
listens. I opened a cupboard.



We have a glorious collection of
novelty mugs. The one I have just
dried is shaped like a golf ball.
Initially, it came with a teaspoon
shaped like a golf club, but in the
years since purchase this has become
lost. Before closing the cupboard
door, I take a teabag from the
cardboard box and pocket it. 
 The tea towel is in my hands like a
pageboy’s cap. I resist the urge to
wring it. Stacy is staring out the
window. Our garden is a concrete
cube. I can see a burst football, and a
plastic plant I bought to compensate
for all the real ones I’d killed. 

 ‘I bought him a book,’ I say. 
 ‘Which one?’

‘Thaddius Rook and the Cauldron of
Light. It’s a kid’s series. A Harry
Potter rip-off, I think. It was fifty
pence in the charity shop,’ I hesitate.
‘I know it’s not what he likes to read,
but the only other books were for
really young kids, or non-fiction, and
that was the only one that was-’



 ‘Okay. Fine.’ Stacy inhales sharply. 

For a few seconds there is only the fading warmth of late afternoon rays
through the window, the dust motes spiraling in the air. The sound of
breathing. Rising and falling. Flesh. Through the speaker, the lead
singer’s voice is tinny. I set the towel down and pick up the teabag.

 ‘He’s upstairs. You can visit him.’
 ‘Thank you.’
 ‘But not for long. He likes to sleep. I think it’s good for him to sleep.’
 ‘Yes. Of course.’

Stacy looks at me. I can’t meet her gaze. I leave the room, and begin to
make my way upstairs.

 Half-way up the stairs I stop. I take the teabag and place it in my palm.
Then I rip it in half. Tea leaves cascade onto the stairs like black snow.

 +++

Upstairs had always been the most interesting part of the house. We
have two bedrooms, the bathroom, and the attic, which is home to
nothing except the spiders. 

His room is bigger than ours. I suppose that’s bad parenting, but the
truth is neither Stacy or I need much room, and we’re both tidy people,
so we thought, what’s the harm? He likes to read, he needs space for his
books. If he wants a friend round he can have a sleepover. What’s the
harm?



 In my back pocket the children’s paperback carries no real weight. My
socks are silent on the carpet. If I move slowly enough, I carry no real
weight. It’s a comforting feeling.

His door is white. His name is imprinted on a clay tablet, a relic from
primary school. The S has been carved backwards. 

 I knock. 
 I call his name.
 I stand slightly pigeon-toed, feeling foolish. I take the paperback from my
back pocket. I look at the cover. 

A boy stands over a large cauldron, wand in hand. He’s blonde and blue-
eyed, young and heroic. Always handsome, I suppose, because nobody
wants to read about an ugly hero. There’s a dragon winding its way down
the spine, breathing fire over the blurb. I can’t work out what the plot is. I’m
not sure reading it would make it any clearer. I hope he likes it. 



I can’t remember the last time I read a book. I’m addicted to my phone. It
helps. I find the white light soothing. Yesterday, it told me my weekly
screen time was down 15% from last week, to an average of 7 hours and 48
minutes a day. I don’t think progress is the right word, but it’s something. 

 +++

The door, when I open it, squeaks. Suddenly I’m thinking about the brown
rat again. The artificial frost, the lights reflected on the lino. How confident
the rat was. How purposeful, in that, even if it had no idea where it was
headed, it had the courage to pretend it did.

My brain is rebelling against my skull. The curtains are drawn. The light is
off. The air smells stale. It takes a few moments for my eyes to adjust. 

The carpet is old. The walls are covered in blu-tack and sellotape. He used
to have posters up. Bands he liked, or festival leaflets, sometimes novel
front-covers. In the early days, he asked me to take them down.

Luckily, his bookshelves are still here. The shelves we bought from IKEA
still stand, the books he cultivated so carefully indistinguishable in the dark. 

His bed is unmade, a tangle of sheets. His phone lies on his dresser. It’s a
dark, silent stone. A layer of dust is on the screen. I take another step. 

‘It’s me,’ I say. ‘I’ve brought a book.’
A low groan from the bed. 
‘I don’t know if you’ll like it. You don’t have to read it.’



Another groan. He moves, taking the duvet
with him, and I see his skin is pale. He wears a
pair of pajamas bottoms. They have penguins
on them. His chest is bare. He moves like a
wounded animal. I’m still holding the
paperback. I clear my throat.

 ‘I can read it to you, if you’d like?’
 He coughs. It’s a wet sound.
 ‘Maybe later, then.’ 

I examine the names on a stack of books.
Nothing I recognize, not that that means much.
I’ve never liked reading, even in school. Don’t
have the patience for it. Stacy’s not one for
reading either. I’ve always wondered where he
got the need from. 

 Next to his bed is a dresser. It’s brown. On
top, is a bookmark, a plastic figurine, and a
glass of water. I place the paperback next to
the figurine. It’s a soldier, plastic rifle aimed at
nothing. The IV bag next to the bed drips
steadily. The machine whirrs and flickers
menacingly. They offered to bring a hospital
bed here but I refused. His own bed was fine.
There’s a bandage on his arm where they drew
blood. It’s a shade lighter than his skin. He
whimpers softly. Why did I let him buy those
pajamas? They make him look so young. 



 I stand next to him. They asked if we could give him the care he needed.
We said we could.

  ‘It’s okay,’ I tell him. 

 With my sleeve I clean the dust from his phone. Opening the paperback,
I place the bookmark at Chapter One. I go to the bathroom and re-fill the
cup. I pat him on the forehead again. 

 ‘It’s all going to be okay,’ I say. ‘Everything’s going to be fine.’
 He doesn’t say anything. 

 +++

In the evening I put the wrap in the microwave. Within thirty seconds, it’s
done. I take it out and put it on a plate. 

I eat on my lap in the living room. There’s something on TV. I think it’s a
movie, or the news, or a movie about the news. It’s getting harder to tell.
The wrap is worse than I remember.

As I’m eating the final bite Stacy comes and sits with me. This is unusual.
We have taken to eating our meals separately in the last few months. It’s
OK. I can forgive her. This is a very trying time for our family. 

 ‘You’re still eating that?’ Stacy says. 

 She examines what is left of the wrap- the burnt shell, the orange filling,
a piece of cheese hanging like a flag of surrender.



‘It’s an acquired taste,’ I sniff. I take another bite. It tastes of chemicals.
 
‘We need to talk,’ Stacy says. 

She takes a sofa cushion and holds it to her chest. I put the television on
mute. It is a short conversation. She’s afraid. She has a solution. There’s a
hospital, she tells me, that’s more equipped to deal with this than we are. It
hasn’t been easy for her to reach this conclusion. It's a few miles away. We
could visit. They can give him a better quality of life, before…
 ‘Before what?’ I say. I’m surprised by how steady my voice is. 

My hands clench. There’s a low hum in my head. We talk until we are
shouting. 

I don’t remember exactly what happened next. But there’s a chair on the
floor, lying at an angle. It left a mark on the floor where I threw it. A blonde
skid mark. I would like to ask my son if this is an acceptable description, like
the kind you might find in a book, but I can’t. Stacy is watching me. Her
chest is rising and falling. Her face is a blotchy red colour. 



 ‘I’m going into the garden.’ I tell her. She says nothing, so I go. 

 There’s a pair of green wellies by the door that I use for gardening. I put
these on. I’m sitting by my plant. I touch one of the waxen leaves. It’s true
gardening becomes an easy job when your only plant is plastic.

 It’s cold. The coolness of the concrete seeps through my jeans. Then, from
under the fence, it wriggles. Brown fur. Black eyes. A tail the colour of dust.
Dust is made primarily of meteorite pieces and dead skin. It’s an unfortunate
reminder that anything can be ground down to nothing.

 The rat scurries into the center of our garden. It sniffs, and its head twitches.
We lock eyes. Neither of us move. Above, the dark grey clouds seem to still.
Cars still move outside. Shops are still open. Traffic lights are still changing.
 
 On the main road a car backfires. The rat startles. It ducks under our
neighbour’s fence and is gone. 



A Letter From Manthara 
to Sita

Sristi Ray

An Unknown Forest
Date: To Reach After Ram’s Coronation
The Royal Place
Ayodhya

Dear Sita,

How are you, daughter? Has your new
attendant been massaging your golden body
with turmeric and cream daily? Does the new
chef put enough ghee in Ram’s food, as he
desires, but never says? How is Bharata?
How are Lakshmana and Shatrughna? And
my other daughters? How is Kaikeyi? Does
she remember me? Or has she wiped away
every trace of me from her life? You have all
done the same, haven’t you? After all, how
can an old, wizened, evil hunchbacked
woman be of use? Especially when she has
been accused of treachery and conspiracy?



I know, I am much like the irritating eyesore , which , even after bursting on the
compression of a hot water bag, leaves an ugly mark upon the eye. Oh Sita, I
beseech you, listen to this grief-stricken old woman, for once. I assure you, I
have no ulterior motive. I do not desire your wealth. I have no lust for power. I
do not have the face to seek shelter under your lotus feet, even though my heart
cries out to be with all of you for the last years of my life. It breaks my heart to
think that all you will remember me with utter disgust and hatred, but Sita, I
have something to say. Will you be gracious to listen to this poor hunchback on
her deathbed? 

My birth brought pleasure to none. I was an anomaly, the most ill-desired social
object- a physically deformed girl child born to poor parents. I was abandoned
the day I was born. I have never known parental affection or had any home. I do
not even remember my mother’s face. Wherever I went, I faced rejection. I was
excluded, spat upon, beaten. My presence invited disgusting glances and looks
of disapproval. I was shunned on auspicious occasions as even a sight of my
face was considered to be an ill-omen. Like a rootless weed, I was discarded,
first by my parents, then, by my society. This cursed hunchback has been my
only loyal companion, my burden of sorrow, witness of my tears, anguish,
misery and grief. I lived in an utter state of penury, economically, socially,
emotionally, with no possible means to make ends meet. Had the merciful
Creator bestowed me with beauty, perhaps a suitor would have married me.
Even if I had been physically fit, I would have sold my body to give pleasure to
men, at least, it would have saved me from starvation. I never knew love, Sita. I
had never experienced it. I didn’t have the fortune of being Janak’s daughter,
albeit an adopted one! I did not know about the sweet relations existing between
siblings. I never knew what it felt like to be looked upon with the warm passion
with which a lover glances at his beloved, I never knew what it was like to be
appreciated. Do you comprehend, Sita? 



Then, one day when I was wandering aimlessly in the streets of Kekaya, the
king spotted me from his golden chariot. He immediately asked his foot soldiers
to escort me to the palace. I remember being awestruck by the grandeur of the
palace, so many servants, richly clad men and women , and the food! The king’s
wife had passed away after giving birth to a daughter. I was put in charge of her,
the princess, Kaikeyi.

Oh Sita ! It was the most momentous day of my life! As they put the little
bundle of joy in my ugly, scrawny lap, I clutched the baby’s tiny body close to
my deformed body. Her eyes as deep as the ocean, seemed to be full of love and
warmth for this wizened witch. It was as if the heavens had drenched me with
rains of maternal love, and every drop had penetrated through every single pore
of my body. God knows my barren breasts would not fill with milk to feed my
princess’s cherry lips , but my world revolved around her. I stayed up night after
night to soothe my little one and kiss away her nightmares, to nurse her through
illnesses. For the first time in my life, I was loved, I was wanted. Little Kaikeyi
loved playing with my hunchback, she called it her ‘mountain’ where she would
build a strong fortress to protect her kingdom from demons, and I was to be her
chief guard! he pestered me to cook her favourite dishes. I was her confidante. I
wept with her through her sorrows and laughed with her through her joys. Any
danger had to fight me before trying to touch my little one!



Yes, I had not borne Kaikeyi in my womb for nine months, yet, I was her
mother. Isn’t motherhood born in the heart? Who understands this better than
you, Sita? Or does Sunayana, in spite of not having borne you in her womb, and
by virtue of being a queen, assume legitimacy, whereas I, a poor deformed
servant woman, remain an illegitimate mother to Kaikeyi? Oh Janaki, does a
mother’s affection know social boundaries?

Then came the most important day of Kaikeyi’s life. My brave little one had
saved the mighty king of Ayodhya, Dasaratha. Smitten by her bravery and
beauty, he had promised her two boons and asked for her hand in marriage. I
accompanied Kaikeyi, now a queen , to her husband’s home. I have been
witness to the ups and downs of her marital life. I will never forget the pain in
her eyes when Dasaratha married for the third time, as my girl was unable to
produce an heir for him. How it infuriated me! Then came the yagna. Then, the
four sons. I assisted all the four queens through their labour. Trust me, Sita, I
forgot all my vicious conspiracies at the sight of the four innocent faces. I was
promoted to being a grandmother! Oh, how I enjoyed telling them bedtime
stories, singing them lullabies and being a part of their games, giving in to their
little indulgences. I never saw any difference between the four of them. But who
can keep the poisonous clouds of palace politics and familial favouritism
creeping in, Sita? Rama and Lakashman, and Bharata and Shatrughna preferred
staying in couples rather than the previous group of four. Dasaratha showed a
clear preference towards Ram, while ignoring others.



Once again, the vicious hand of insecurity clasped my mind. What was to
become of Kaikeyi and Bharata once Rama became the king? I could not simply
stand by and watch my daughter and grandson being reduced to servants and be
treated with disdain as I was! Tell me, Sita, what would you have done in my
place? Hence, I took the only way out, and in doing so, signed my death
warrant. I advised Kaikeyi to ask Dasaratha to banish Ram to the forest for
fourteen years and make Bharata the king instead. How my heart bled Sita , how
I bent double with shame, how I wept to do this heinous task! But what other
way did I have to secure Kaikeyi and Bharata’s future?

I have been befittingly punished, to be abandoned and kicked out by those for
whom I have been painted a villain! Not a single day goes without me
lamenting, yearning to see them one last time! Ever since I left your palace , my
hunchback has been bent double with shame, pain , misery and regret. To be
accused of conspiracy and treachery by the very people I tried to shield!

All you saw was a malicious woman plotting against the royalty for her own
benefits. Alas! Did you not see the poor shunned girl abandoned through no
fault of her own? Did you not see an anxious mother trying to guard her
daughter against miseries, and the insecure grandmother trying to protect her
grandson’s future? You saw my hatred, but, did you not see my affection? 
O Queen of Ayodhya! Do you not understand this illegitimate mother’s plight?
Is my one mistake not worthy of forgiveness?

Convey my apologies and love to the family. Tell them I miss them. If possible,
ask them to forgive me. Kiss Kaikeyi’s forehead on my behalf and tell her that I
love her to the moon and back. I take your leave now, the Angel of Death
beckons me to take refuge in her benevolent breast.

Yours Affectionately
Manthara



The Goddess Who Breathes

Garima Mishra

Lilly was apprehensive of wearing T-shirts that hugged
her Goddess-like body tightly. The Goddess’s name
has its third letter written twice. A Goddess wearing
matar mala and a Goddess wearing white whiskers on
her upper lip.

The Goddess has pedestals attached to her toes. She
lights a candle before the Goddess, they melt when her
eyes are closed but at the end of the prayer, they
solidify in a disfigured fashion. It becomes the
Goddess’s possession. Lilly cuts the eyebrow of the
puppet Goddess with a scissor to make its front end
sparse. The curved, arched hairs with tapered ends are
left to add dimensions to her forehead. Lilly has learnt
tricks from her mother to put the ghee and vermillion
paste just between her eyebrows. She pats the middle
portion of the tika to achieve perfection, but the watery
paste drips down, making her hands red and colorful.
The index finger represents venom but Lilly has seen
the Goddess licking the kheer with her left index
finger, leaving behind rice on the copper plate. Lilly’s
thakuma puts a blobby mass of rice, clumped in milk
and curd inside everyone’s mouth. 



Lilly always spat out a few bites inside the flowerpots, the toilet and
sometimes even behind the gold crown of the goddess. She spots yesterday’s
bhog lined up with ants.

The Goddess resides in her jewelry box, inside a coconut, inside a rice drum,
on granny’s mala that counts itself hundred and eight times, inside Lilly’s
belly when she started believing it as a womb after watching the tele soap. Her
Goddess resides inside the most flamboyant characters of the opera and on her
mom’s saliva while it dries off when she iterates her synonymous names. 

The Goddess has breasts. They are hidden within the folds of her gold, zari
bordered saree. But Lilly’s chest is stuffed with flesh. Lilly was worshiped
like the Goddess in front of her when she bled for the first time into her
pajamas. Their sofas had stains of her blood, drying. Dadi covered Lilly’s hips
with her pallu. She was more uncomfortable than Lilly when she looked at the
stains on the sofa which represented itself as a red, satin, self-printed
caricature. The water trickling down from Lilly’s hair compelled her to look at
the stains, it smelt like the meaty vermillion paste, like the buffalo’s blood
after sacrifice served in a tin cup, like a Lilly drenched in demon’s blood
while he wrestled with Goddess’s godliness.

Lilly stretched a menstrual cup, almost up to its break point. The epitome of
the Goddess in her believes that it can never contain her blood. As if her blood
is too impure to be held, or it is too painful to throw bloody pads inside the
waste pile as if it’s the most cherished mango season. The Goddess sleeps on
the bed of flowers, ushering her blessings on everyone, except Lilly. Lilly had
peed on the spot where her grandpa's ashes were breathing. The shade of
seasonal mangoes on her pink gums, the stringy pulp on her lips, the shady
canopy on her belly and her limbs were full of empathy, until she found out
that granny planted the saplings when granddad was unwell.



Granddad worked like a farmer and then converted
their garden into a seasonal fruits business. When
he was down with leukemia, he began swallowing
fresh mangoes, their pulp, their rind and then the
entire mango with their skin intact. When he puked
his jelly-like blood, the mango skin turned red. It
looked like the mangoes covered with sindoor
during Sitalsasthi. Lilly’s father wiped out the blood
from his withered lips. Granny sat silently in the
backyards, looking at the trees that were about to
die and when she began to sob, the fertile garden
soil thumped her back bone to bend down and plant
a few more saplings. The last few days of
granddad’s battle with blood cancer were oddly full
of exhilaration. The Goddess was embraced with
more expensive bhog and long sustaining earthen
lamps. Granny was fed pomfret and hilsa. Lilly’s
mom would stuff their belly with garlic, their
mouths were tied and were simmered in sorse-er
jhaal. Granny would swallow the bones and the
pungent flesh with unabashed grace. But Lilly
folded the banana leaves on which granny was
served, in the shape of her lips, and sometimes
wrote her name, ‘Lily, Lely, Liely’ with the spicy
curry left behind. But granny’s accidental tears due
to the garlicky punch remained afloat on the leaf’s
oily surface and slowly puddled in the dustbin along
with the catheter, colostomy bags and syringes.
Lilly’s father didn’t dye his hair that day. The
rhinestones of the Goddesses' hair clips were
shining and they flickered on granny’s face. Lilly’s
mother packed her nose, stuffing her mouth with a
cloth so that it could soak her warm tears. 



Lilly sculpts the Goddess’s wide chin, her button shaped nose with lipstick
while she inhales the smoke of incense sticks. She took her mother’s clothes
out of the washing machine and tried to wear them. She wraps the saree
around her body with the spirit of uncovering it. Her granny covers her head
while taking turns around the holy tulsi plant. The little cartoon portrait of
the Goddess on Lilly’s study table scornfully blinks her lashes when the
incense sticks burn, curl or break down as ashen sticks all around. The
Goddess within the effigy soaked the melting ghee from the cotton wick. He
slowly slithered, coughing twice on the lace lining of the floral pillow and
breathed twice out of exhilaration. Lilly’s gold-plated ring banged against
the table, when she moved the puppet Goddess closer to grandpa. The
Goddess on Lilly’s sweaty palms, closer to the man and closer to her
residence.

Granny worshiped the idol made up of iron and cobalt on the pedestal during
the bhajan program commemorating granddad’s life. The flute tunes were
not in sync with the tabla and mouth organs. The worn-out lips of musicians
and Lilly's strawberry lip balm fail at juicing out money from dad’s wallet.
Lilly believes that lip balms are protectants. The Goddess has applied a
smudge-proof lipstick. The Goddess that bursts tantrum in Lilly’s gut has
kissed a musician when they blew air on a mouth organ. Granddad’s death
was a fatal loss for Lilly when the food was bland. Those days granny’s
desire to unstitch some gajra from the Goddess’s juda became more and
more profound. The Goddess within dadi loved granddad’s kiss on her
palms when he would ask for more aamras. She wanted to remarry at
seventy. Lilly had suddenly started making braids out of her loose, beachy,
mermaid-like hair of her murti. She learnt from granny that husband’s love
makes a woman more beautiful. ‘The Goddess had stepped over her
husband’s chest’, she reminds granny to narrate the story of Kali every time
she ignored the last pages of the Durga Puran.  



She tickles dadi and she coys. Dadi’s periods were
termed as pure when she started offering puja to devi.
Lilly isn’t allowed to. She wears Kajal and her lashes
interlace and she sheds tears. The Goddess’s bun opens,
her hair flutters in the air and pushes trishul into the
demon chest and lion’s bite marks were all over his
body. Granddad’s death couldn’t be averted, says dadi.
She has seen her smiling and glaring at an old pandit
while praying to the Goddess.

Lilly hates wearing a bra, but wears her mother’s when
they smell like strawberries but not when they smell like
figs and olives. She toils the entire day to feed the
Goddess on Ashtami. Dadi kept on chanting the Ashtak
mantras, without drinking a glass of water, Lilly had to
stay awake for the Chakshyudan ceremony. On the day
of Bijayadashami, Lilly wore a Banarasi saree with aalta
designs all over palms and feet. She looked like a
luscious cherry, like granddad’s last hope for life, like
granny’s voice box, mom’s veins. The Goddess' golden
necklace sparkled with an artificial lusture. Granny’s
skin like palms weren’t allowed to touch Lilly and her
mom’s sarees and jewelry. She was a widow and it
wasn’t sanctimonious. Draped in a white saree, she
looked like a garden with flowers of fidelity, like
Kailash- the lover’s paradise. She hand-painted the murti
and selected her jewelleries for the ceremony. She
couldn’t pick clothes for herself after grandpa's death.
Lilly wasn’t supposed to wear anything else. The puppet
Goddess was kept under the pedestal, the murti’s smile
was widened a bit, she loved red and Durga Puran never
suggests if she wanted to smile and wear red after her
victory.



The murti floated on Hugli’s waters. Dadi slept on the
cot while everybody danced on the streets during sindoor
khela. Lilly constantly looked at her smile. 

“How can one be happy while dying?”

Lilly came back and sat near granny. They were sleeping
together after grandpa's death. She switches on Granny’s
phone and finds Pandit’s number on the speed dial. She
was wearing a bra, her own bra tightly hugging her
body, without any discomfort, not even after looking at
the speed dial list. She saw the pedestal was vacant.

“Goddess was naked when she couldn’t find a way to
kill Mahisasur.”

“Then?”

“The Devtas helped her with their astras and vahans.”

 “And her clothes?”

“When she wrestled against the demon without clothes
with ten hands and ten astras, the demon succumbed to
death.”

“And clothes?”

 “Flowers ushered from heaven and Brahma's vardaan
went futile.”

“Goddess and her clothes?”

“Let’s sleep, we have to wake up and clean the pedestal
and the bhog plates.”



I Sit and Exhale.

Anuraag Das Sarma

I sit and exhale. The table,
Long and narrow, has given in-
To emptiness. I sit and count
The plates. One by one, with 
great care.
Count and place, place and stare.
Mismanagement and grief, 
As Auden said, at the break of-
Winter, as he wore his coat and,
His woolen mitts. Short but 
frequent,
Now winter is. Summer spent in-
Wicked haste. No Autumn,
No call of Spring. Only 
mankind,
In its bitter voice, can deem-
Suffering, in the frozen 
hinterlands,
Our final goal, our eternal dream.



You Were Almost Real

Nuzhat Khan

Some women spend their whole lives
Making a museum of their bodies
Until they become a sanctuary of ghosts
With no recollection of life.

Some women take whatever they get
Less, and lesser, and none – nothing beholds 
Blurry visions and a heart with a toolkit
Like reckless men washed in lavender 
Swaying their infidel youth through time.  

Some women are held by clinical sins
They are whites resting in a lilac field
With houses that smell like cinnamon
They cannot help but ask: 
How long are you here? What do you regret?

Some women exist at the end of metaphors
They swagger through your words into the 
streets
Descending in poems against all entropy
Dream – Daisy - Divine – Shrapnel?
Where will you finally rest in this wilderness? 
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